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ABSTRACT 

Being a growing problem, p lagiarism is generally defined as a“ literary theft ” and an “ academic dishonesty ” in 

the literature, and it is really has to be well-informed on this topic to prevent the problem and stick to the ethical principles. 

With the hug of the information on WWW and digital libraries, Plagiarism became one of the most important issues for 

universities, schools and researcher’s fields. It is so easy through the internet and due to using advanced search engine to 

find documents or journals by students. So plagiarism is a global problem, which occurs in many different areas of our life. 

It is pivotal to mention here that detecting plagiarism is a challenging task. 

E-Learning systems in Arab countries , On the other hand, necessitate technology for the purpose of detecting 

plagiaris m in Arabic. Although search engines such as Google can be utilized, there would be boring efforts to copy some 

sentences and paste them into the search engine to find similar resources. For that reason, developing Arabic plagiarism 

detection tool for e-learn ing systems facilitate and accelerate the process since plagiarism can be detected and highlighted 

automatically, and one only needs to submit the document to the system. Therefore, this paper presents the experimental 

results of, ZPLAG, An effective web-enabled system for Arabic plagiaris m detection that can be integrated with e-learning 

systems to judge students’ assignments, papers and dissertations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

According to www.p lagiarism.org, plagiarism is any of the following activities: Turning in someone else's work as 

your own, copying words or ideas from someone else without giving credit, failing to put a quotation in quotation marks, 

giving incorrect information about the source of a quotation. There are many different forms of plagiarism; Plagiaris m at 

schools can be a highly de-motivating factor for teachers and also for students. If plagiarism is not addressed sufficiently, 

plagiarists could gain undeserved advantage, e.g. more marks for their assignments with less effort. [1] 

Plagiarized document detection plays important roles in many applications, such as file management, copyright 

protection, and plagiarism prevention. [2]. Plagiarism can take one of the popular types such as copying of the whole or 

some parts of the document, rewording same content in different words, using others’ ideas or referencing the work to 

incorrect or non-existing sources [3]. Other ways of plagiarism include translated plagiarism wherein the content is 

translated and used without referencing the original work, artistic plagiarism in which different media such as images and 

videos are used to present other’s work without proper citation [4] 
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E-Learning systems have gained popularity as a valuable educational environment in the past few decades. Recent 

advances in networks, multimedia and information technology have contributed to the attractiveness of e -learning systems. 

Recently, Saudi Arabia (SA) has emerged the use of e-learning systems in universities and schools. According to a study 

conducted by Madar Research [5], e-learning industry in SA is projected to grow up significantly in the next few years. It is 

expected for SA universities to switch from traditional learning to e-learn ing systems within the next few years [6]. 

However, the ease of teaching and learning through e-learning systems congregates the difficulty of ensuring 

intellectual property of students’ submitted work. W ith the ease of using the Internet to access vast amount of information, 

the problem of plagiaris m (the use of other’s work or ideas without proper citation) has horribly increased. According to 

some studies about academic dishonesty, at least 10% of students’ work could be plagiarized in USA, Australia and UK 

universities [7]. Therefore, detecting and deterring plagiarism in the process of e-learning is considered crucial especially in  

the process of evaluating students’ submitted work. Plagiaris m has revealed its effects on poor academic results [8].           

And finally source code plagiarism (also called code clone) which can be defined as the reuse of the source code without 

permission or citation. All these practices of plagiarism have negative impact on the learning process. Thus, how can we 

ensure dealing with plagiarism in e-learning systems and how is plagiaris m going to be detected and dealt with. It is a crit ical 

issue that needs solutions by computer scientists. In this paper, we presented the experimental results of a novel web enabled 

tool specific for plagiarism detection in Arabic documents. 

RELATED WORK 

Most of the work in document plagiarism has been done for academic purpose. Detecting plagiaris m is important to 

judge and mark students’ work especially for postgraduates who are strictly prohibited from cheating, reword ing, rephrasing, 

or restating without referencing. In this regard, numerous plagiarism detection systems have been developed. Most of these 

systems use plagiaris m techniques known as similarity detection techniques, which create special “fingerprints” for 

collection files, including metrics, such as average line length, file size, average number of commas per line. The files wit h 

close fingerprints are treated as similar. Clearly, small fingerprint records can be compared rapidly, but this technique is now 

considered unreliable and rarely used nowadays. These systems will be discussed as follows. 

 Turnitin is the global leader in evaluating and improving student writ ing. The company’s cloud -based service for 

originality checking, online grading and peer review saves instructors time and provides rich feedback to students. 

One of the most widely distributed educational applications in the world, Turnitin is used by more than 10,000 

institutions in 126 countries to manage the submission, tracking and evaluation of student papers online. 

Institutions license Turnitin on an annual basis. The institutions are encouraged to communicate with students 

about their use of Turnitin and how their academic integrity policies work. An instructor sets up a class and an assign ment 

in the Turnitin service. Students or instructors then submit papers to Turnitin via file upload or copy-and-paste[9].  

 APD (Arab ic Plagiaris m Detection) tool use the Internet to help professors and teachers in e -learning systems 

identify stolen intellectual property by utilizing Google API to find similar documents on the web [10].                    

The typical workflow in APD parad igm has two major steps. The first step, students submit their assignments in 

Arabic to the system, which in turn will be  stored into reports database. The second step, the teacher triggers APD 

tool via a user interface to check the assignments for plagiaris m. Then, the tool will compare the documents 

against the intra corpus collection which probably contains the previous assignments. Moreover, APD tool 
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searches the web to give similar resources as well. An automatic report will be generated that contains highlighted 

plagiarized parts and a list of similar resources ranked from highest to lowest. [11] 

ZPLAG FRAMEWORK 

Arabic language belongs to the Afro-Asian language group It has much specificity which makes it very different 

from other Indo-European languages. Arabic language has twenty eight alphabet letters (،ي ...ت ب، ا ). Three of them are 

long vowels (‘ي‘,‘و‘,‘ا‘) and the remaining ones are consonant letters. Arabic letters change shape according to their position 

in the word, and can be elongated by using a special dash between two letters. Arabic writ ing is right to left, cursive, and 

does not include capitalization. Discretization or vocalization in Arabic consists in adding a symbol (a diacritic) above or 

below letters to indicate the proper pronunciation and meaning of a word. The absence of discretization in most of Arabic 

electronic and printed media poses a real challenge for Arabic language understanding. Arabic is a pro-drop language: it 

allows subject pronouns to drop, like in Italian, and Chinese [12]. 

E-learning system has a major component; parallel e-classrooms. Each e-classroom has its own teacher and 

enrolled students connecting to the Internet and attending the class from any place. Students can submit their Arabic 

assignments that can be stored into a database. One of the databases that support e-learning systems is used to store reports, 

assignments and essays submitted by learners [13]. 

On the other hand, teachers can retrieve the assignments of their students to evaluate and mark them. The e -learn ing 

system paradigm for submitting Arabic assignments is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen, the process of evaluating students’ 

work and detecting plagiarism among students’ assignments is done manually by the teacher.  

 

Figure 1: Main Architecture of ZPLAG 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We implemented a prototype of ZPLAG and evaluated its performance on a handmade data test set of 100 Arabic 

documents of about 500 words each. We extracted 20 documents from different books available on Saudi Dig ital Library  

(SDL) [http://sdl.edu.sa/SDLPortal/AR/Publishers.aspx] . We generated 3 data sets from the original documents as follows, 

and the results were obtained on only 10 documents and summarized in table 1 and table 2 where table 1 summarize the 

Mean (Precision) and table 2 Mean(Recall) for the three types of the data set: 

Data Set: Synonym 

10 candidate documents were generated from each original document by replacing randomly 50% of the             

total number of words in each document with one of their synonyms. Stop-words were not considered. 

Data Set: Structure Change 

10 candidate documents were generated from each original document by changing the structure of randomly  

selected sentences. The number of generated sentences represents 50% of the total number of sentences. 

Data Set: All Data 

10 candidate documents were generated from each original document by copying randomly selected sentences 

(40% of the total number of sentences), replacing selected words with one of their synonyms (20% of the total number of 

words), and changing the structure of selected sentences (40% of the total number of sentences). 

The data sets Synonym and Structure change were used to evaluate the performance of ZPLAG in detecting hidden 

plagiaris m. The data set All data served to measure ZPLAG‘s overall performance in detecting hidden plagiarism and exact 

copy of parts of texts. Three variants of ZPLAG were tested to measure the impact of Stop-Word Removal, rooting, and 

synonym replacement: 

 SWR: Only stop-word removal is applied to the input texts. 

 SWR+Rooting: Stop-word removal and rooting are applied to the input texts. 

 SWR+Rooting+Synonym:  Stop-word removal, rooting, and synonym replacement are applied to the input texts. 

The chunk parameter was set to 3. The document threshold Doc Threshold was set to 0.1 assuming that documents 

describing different subjects have an intersection less than 10% of the min imum document size. The paragraph threshold Par 

Threshold, sentence threshold Sen Threshold, and similarity threshold Similarity Threshold were set to 0.2, 0.1, and 0.5, 

respectively. Performance results were measured using Recall (1) and Precision (2 ) metrics. 

  

  

 Figures 1 and 2 show respective mean precision (Mean (precision) and mean recall (Mean (recall)) obtained by 

ZPLAG‘s variants on the 3 data sets. The results obtained can be summarized as follows:  
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 SWR does not detect hidden plagiarism (synonym replacement and structure change). Its overall performance on 

all data sets is weak (Mean (precision) =53%, Mean (recall) =37%). 

 SWR+Rooting does not detect synonym exchanges, but it can identify changed sentence structure with high 

precision and recall (Mean (precision) =95%, Mean (recall) =72%). This shows that reducing words to their root 

can enhance the performance of the plagiaris m detection. 

 SWR+Rooting+Synonym is the best performing ZPLAG‘s variant achieving Mean (precision) = 97% and              

Mean (recall) =94%. Synonym rep lacement is detected with Mean (precision) = 96%, while sentence structure 

change is detected with Mean (precision) = 93%. 

Table 1: Summarize the Mean (Precision) for the Three Types of the Data Set  

 SWR SWR+Rooting SWR+Rooting+Synonym 

Synonym -- -- 96 

Structure change -- 93 95 

All data  53 95 97 

 

Table 2: Summarize the Mean (Recall) for the Three Types of the Data Set 

 SWR SWR+Rooting SWR+Rooting+Synonym 

Synonym -- -- 93 

Structure change -- 87 91 

All data  37 72 94 

 

 

Figure 2: Mean Precision of ZPLAG for Each Data Set 

 

Figure 3: Mean Recall of ZPLAG for Each Data Set 
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Turnitin was used as a comparative baseline for ZPLAG. It was set to exclude small matches by less than 1%.                      

The performance results of Turnitin and ZPLAG are summarized in table 3. Figure 4 shows the Mean (precision) for 

ZPLAG and Turnitin for each data set. Turnitin was not able to detect any synonym replacement, but its performance is 

close to ZPLAG‘s one in detecting changes in text structure: Mean (precision) = 91% for ZPLAG and                                  

Mean (precision) = 35% for Turnit in. Overall, ZPLAG outperformed Turnitin: Mean (precision) = 90% for ZPLAG and 

Mean (precision) = 67% for Turnit in. Although Turnitin is worldwide used, its results for detecting similarit ies in our data 

sets are not competitive. This indicates that language-independent tools could be actually inefficient on specific languages, 

such as Arabic. Table 3 summarize the Mean (precision) for ZPLAG and Turnitin.  

Table 3: Summarize the Mean (Precision) for ZPLAG and Turnitin 

 Turnitin ZPLAG 

Synonym -- 93 

Structure change 35 91 

All data 67 94 

 

 

Figure 4: Mean (Precision) for ZPLAG and Turnitin 

Table 4 reports comparison results of ZPLAG (SWR+Rooting variant) and APD. It shows Mean (Recall) its 

standard deviation σ(Recall), Mean(Precision) and its standard deviation σ (Precision). The results were obtained on only   

50 documents. The results of APD are close to those of ZPLAG variant without synonym processing. 

ZPLAG‘s performance is dependent on Khoja‘s stemmer and synonyms retrieved from local database. According 

to the comparative evaluation study of Arabic language morphological analyzers and stemmers [14], Khoja‘s stemmer 

achieves the highest accuracy then the tri-literal root extraction algorithm [15] and the Buckwalter morphological analyzer 

[16]. So, we do not expect to increase the performance of ZPLAG by using other stemmers. However, using other synonym 

databases might impact its performance.  

Table 4: Comparison Results of ZPLAG (SWR+Rooting) and APD 

 ZPLAG APD 

Mean(Recall) % 99 84.8 

σ (Recall) %  5 -- 

Mean(Precision) % 95 90 

σ (Precision) %  2 -- 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We have tested experimentally ZPLAG, a prototype of a plagiarism detector for Arabic documents in which some 

hidden forms of plagiarism can be detected, such as sentence structure change and synonym replacement. We have described 

its framework.  

Also, In conclusion, integrating a plagiarism detection tool into e-learning systems is significant and important. 

There is a great demand to insure the intellectual property for the students’ submitted work in Arabic because (i) e-learn ing 

industry has increased in Saudi Arabia and other Arab countries and (ii) there is no available tool for Arabic plagiaris m 

detection. This paper shed light on this issue and proposed an effective paradigm of document submission in e-learning 

system, plagiarism detection process and the integration of both. The results show that ZPLAG system has excellent deal 

with Arabic scripts and allows students to submit assignments to their teachers in e-classrooms. The teacher, in turn, can 

retrieve the students’ assignments in one of his/her classes and view a report that highlights the plagiarized parts in each 

submitted assignment. The great deal of ZPLAG system is not only detecting and deterring plagiarism abut also it helps 

educating students about the importance of the originality by citing the original references. The future work will focus on 

enhancing and adding more options in this tool.  
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